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Abstract
Based on the theory of independently scattered random measures, we in-
troduce a natural generalisation of Gaussian space-time white noise to a Le´vy-
type setting, which we call Le´vy-valued random measures. We determine the
subclass of cylindrical Le´vy processes which correspond to Le´vy-valued ran-
dom measures, and describe the elements of this subclass uniquely by their
characteristic function. We embed the Le´vy-valued random measure, or the
corresponding cylindrical Le´vy process, in the space of general and tempered
distributions. For the latter case, we show that this embedding is possible if
and only if a certain integrability condition is satisfied. Similar to existing def-
initions, we introduce Le´vy-valued additive sheets, and show that integrating
a Le´vy-valued random measure in space defines a Le´vy-valued additive sheet.
This relation is manifested by the result, that a Le´vy-valued random measure
can be viewed as the weak derivative of a Le´vy-valued additive sheet in the
space of distributions.
AMS 2010 Subject Classification: 60G20, 60G57, 60G60, 60G20, 60G51.
Keywords and Phrases: space-time white noise; additive sheets; cylindrical pro-
cesses; random measures.
1 Introduction
Gaussian random perturbations of partial differential equations are most often mod-
elled either as a cylindrical Brownian motion or a Gaussian space-time white noise.
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The choice usually depends on the exploited method, in which one follows either
a semi-group approach, based on the work by Da Prato and Zabczyk in [8], or a
random field approach, originating from the work by Walsh in [33]. It is well known
that both models essentially result in the same dynamics as established by Dalang
and Quer-Sardanyons in [10].
Cylindrical Brownian motions can be naturally generalised to cylindrical Le´vy
processes by exploiting the theory of cylindrical measures and random variables.
This was accomplished by one of us together with Applebaum in [2]. In the random
field approach, Gaussian space-time white noise is usually generalised to a Le´vy-type
setting by utilising either a random measure approach or a Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition.
However, a variety of definitions are used for both approaches in the literature.
The objectives of our work are the comparison of cylindrical Le´vy processes with
Le´vy-type models in the random field approach, and the embedding of these models
in the space of general and tempered (Schwartz) distributions. It is well known in the
Gaussian setting, that the standard cylindrical Brownian motion corresponds to the
standard Gaussian space-time white noise, see e.g. Kallianpur and Xiong [22], and
that Gaussian space-time white noise can be viewed as a tempered distribution, see
e.g. Gel’fand and Vilenkin [16]. We show in this work that these results significantly
differ in the Le´vy-type setting.
For having a sufficiently general model but distinguishing the time domain, we
suggest the definition of Le´vy-valued random measures, which covers many of the
existing Le´vy-type models in the random field approach in the literature, and which
is based on independently scattered (or completely) random measures as investigated
by Rajput and Rosinski in [28]. It can be seen that this definition naturally extends
the usual definition of Gaussian space-time white noise; see Remark 2.4. We provide
a rigorous formulation of the relation between Le´vy-valued random measures and
models of Le´vy-type space-time noise assuming a Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition.
We show that Le´vy-valued random measures correspond to members of a sub-
space of cylindrical Le´vy processes, and vice-versa. Because the restriction to a
subspace is due to the assumed property of independent scattering for random mea-
sures, we introduce the analogue property for cylindrical Le´vy processes. In contrast
to the Gaussian case, where essentially only the standard cylindrical Brownian mo-
tion is independently scattered, the subspace of independently scattered cylindrical
Le´vy processes is varied. We completely characterise the sub-class of independently
scattered cylindrical Le´vy processes by their particular form of their characteristic
function.
Furthermore, we introduce Le´vy-valued additive sheets based on the classical
work by Adler et al [1] and its extension by Dalang and Humeau [9]. We establish
the relation between Le´vy-valued random measures and additive sheets, which is
given by the integration of the Le´vy-valued random measure in space. This relation
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is established to be one-to-one for Le´vy-valued random measures without fixed point
of discontinuity in space.
We embed Le´vy-valued random measures and, due to the aforementioned cor-
respondence, independently scattered cylindrical Le´vy processes, in the space of
distributions and tempered distributions. Although the embedding in the former
case is possible for all Le´vy-valued random measures, Le´vy-valued random measures
are tempered distributions if and only if they satisfy a certain integrability condition.
In both cases, we show that the embedded cylindrical Le´vy process induces a genuine
Le´vy process in the space of general or tempered distributions, i.e. a regularisation
in the sense of Itoˆ and Nawata [17].
Embedding Le´vy-valued random measures in the space of distributions relates
them to a model of Le´vy white noise in the space of distributions, investigated in a
series of papers by Dalang, Humeau, Unser and co-authors in e.g. [3, 9, 12, 13]. Their
model of noise is initiated from research on developing sparse statistical models for
signal and image processing. However, the two models result in the same object only
under the restrictive assumption that the Le´vy-valued random measure is stationary
in space. Similar questions as in our work are addressed in [9] and [13] for the Le´vy
white noise in the space of distributions.
Combining our results with the work [3] by Aziznejad, Fageot and Unser enables
us to determine the Besov space, in which the paths of a cylindrical Le´vy process
attain values. This conclusion is so far only possible for independently scattered Le´vy
processes which are stationary in space, due to the assumptions in [3]. Nevertheless,
it indicates a potential reasoning for the often observed phenomena of irregular
trajectories of solutions of heat equations driven by cylindrical Le´vy processes, e.g.
in Brzez´niak and Zabczyk [7] and Priola and Zabczyk [27]; see Example 2.16.
Our article starts with Section 2 on Le´vy-valued random measures. Here, we
introduce the definition, provide its relation to models described by a Le´vy-Itoˆ de-
composition, and derive its embedding in the space of general and tempered distri-
butions. In Section 3, we introduce Le´vy-valued additive sheets and establish their
correspondence to Le´vy-valued random measures. Finally, in the last section, we
provide the relation between cylindrical Le´vy processes and Le´vy-valued random
measures, and investigate the subspace of independently scattered cylindrical Le´vy
processes.
Notation: for a Borel set O Ď Rd we denote the Borel σ-algebra by BpOq
and define the δ-ring
BbpOq :“ tA P BpOq : A is relatively compactu .
The Lebesgue measure on BpRdq is denoted by leb. The closed unit ball in Rd is
denoted by B
R
d .
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Throughout the paper, we fix a probability space pΩ,A, P q. The space of P -
equivalence classes of measurable functions f : Ω Ñ R is denoted by L0pΩ, P q, and
of p-th integrable functions by LppΩ, P q for p ą 0. These spaces are equipped with
their standard metrics and (quasi-)norms.
2 Le´vy-valued random measures
Our definition of Le´vy-valued random measures is based on the work [28] by Rajput
and Rosinski. Instead of general δ-rings, it is sufficient for us to restrict ourselves
to the δ-ring BbpOq of all relatively compact subsets of the Borel set O P BpR
dq as
the domain of the random measures.
Definition 2.1. A mapM : BbpOq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q is called an independently scattered
random measure on BbpOq if for each collection of disjoint sets A1, A2, . . . P BbpOq
the following hold:
(a) the random variables MpA1q, MpA2q, . . . are independent;
(b) if
ď
kPN
Ak P BbpOq then M
˜ď
kPN
Ak
¸
“
ÿ
kPN
MpAkq P -a.s.
An independently scattered random measure M is called infinitely divisible if
(c) the random variable MpAq is infinitely divisible for each A P BbpOq.
Analogously, an independently scattered random measure is called Gaussian (or Pois-
son), if MpAq is Gaussian (or Poisson) distributed for each A P BbpOq.
In this setting, it is shown in [28] that there exist
(1) a signed measure γ : BbpOq Ñ R,
(2) a measure Σ: BbpOq Ñ R`,
(3) a σ-finite measure ν : BpO ˆRq Ñ r0,8s,
such that for each A P BbpOq the characteristics ofMpAq is given by pγpAq,ΣpAq, νAq,
where the Le´vy measure νA on BpRq is defined by νAp¨q :“ νpA ˆ ¨q. We call the
triple pγ,Σ, νq the characteristics of M . Furthermore, we may extend the total
variation ‖γ‖
TV
of γ and Σ to σ-finite measures on BpOq. In this case, the mapping
λ : BpOq Ñ r0,8s, λpAq “ ‖γ‖
TV
pAq ` ΣpAq `
ż
R
p|y|2 ^ 1q νpA,dyq,
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defines a σ-finite measure, which is called the control measure of M . We note that
λpAq ă 8 for A P BbpOq. The control measure λ is called atomless if λptxuq “ 0
for all x P O.
We extend Definition 2.1 to include a dynamical aspect, i.e. a time variable. This
extension can be thought of as a similar construction to that of Walsh in [33].
Definition 2.2. A family pMptq : t ě 0q of infinitely divisible random measures
Mptq on BbpOq is called a Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpOq if, for every
A1, . . . , An P BbpOq and n P N, the stochastic process`
pMptqpA1q, . . . ,MptqpAnqq : t ě 0
˘
is a Le´vy process in Rn. We shall write Mpt, Aq :“MptqpAq.
Let pMptq : t ě 0q be a Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpOq, and suppose
pγ,Σ, νq and λ are the characteristics and control measure, respectively, of the in-
finitely divisible random measure Mp1q. Then, it follows from the stationary incre-
ments of the process pMpt, Aq : t ě 0q that for each t ě 0 the characteristics of the
infinitely divisible random measure Mpt, Aq is given by ptγ, tΣ, tνq, and the control
measure of Mptq is given by tλ. We shall refer to pγ,Σ, νq as the characteristics of
M and λ as the control measure of M .
Proposition 2.3.
(a) Let M “ pMptq : t ě 0q be a Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpOq. Then,
there exists a unique infinitely divisible random measure M 1 on BbpR` ˆOq
such that
M 1pp0, ts ˆAq “Mpt, Aq for each t ą 0, A P BbpOq.
(b) Each infinitely divisible random measure M 1 on BbpR` ˆ Oq with control
measure λ “ lebb λ0 for a σ-finite measure λ0 on BpOq defines by
Mpt, Aq :“M 1pp0, ts ˆAq for each t ą 0, A P BbpOq,
a Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpOq.
Proof. (a) Let R be the ring consisting of finite unions of disjoint sets of the form
ps, ts ˆA for some 0 ď s ď t and A P BbpOq. We define a process M
1 on R by the
prescription
M 1
˜
nď
i“1
psi, tis ˆAi
¸
:“
nÿ
i“1
`
Mpti, Aiq ´Mpsi, Aiq
˘
.
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For a set B “ ps, ts ˆA in R the characteristic exponent Ψ of the random variable
M 1pps, ts ˆAq “Mpt, Aq ´Mps,Aq can be estimated for all u P R by
|Ψpuq| ď pt´ sq
´
|u| ‖γ‖ pAq ` 1
2
u2ΣpAq ` 1
2
u2
ż
AˆB
R
y2 νpdx,dyq ` 2νpAˆBc
R
q
¯
“ |u|
`
lebb ‖γ‖
˘
pBq ` 1
2
u2
`
lebb Σ
˘
pBq
` 1
2
u2
ż
BˆB
R
y2
`
lebb ν
˘
pdv,dx,dy
˘
` 2
`
lebb ν
˘
pB ˆBc
R
q.
Since the last line is finitely additive for disjoint sets, the estimate above extends to
arbitrary sets B “ ps1, t1s ˆA1Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y psn, tns ˆAn P R. Thus, if pBnqnPN Ď R is a
sequence with Bn Ó H we obtain M
1pBnq Ñ 0 in probability. Consequently, we may
apply Theorem 2.15 in [21], considering positive and negative parts separately, to
extend M 1 to a unique independently scattered random measure on BbpOq. Infinite
divisibility of the extension follows immediately from that of M .
(b) Follows immediately from the assumed form of the control measure and the
independent scattering of M 1.
Remark 2.4. Gaussian space-time white noise is usually defined equivalently to a
Gaussian random measure on BbpR`ˆOq in the sense of Definition 2.1. Typically,
one assumes that the measure Σ on BbpR` ˆOq is either the Lebesgue measure or
of the form Σ “ leb b Σ0 for a σ-finite measure Σ0 on BbpOq. Thus, Part (b) of
Proposition 2.3 shows that our definition of a Le´vy-valued random measure naturally
extends the class of Gaussian space-time white noises to a Le´vy-type setting.
The relation between random measures and models of Le´vy-type noise utilising a
Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition seems to be well known. We rigorously formulate this result
in our setting:
Proposition 2.5. Let ζ be a σ-finite Borel measure on BpOq and pU,U , νq a σ-finite
measure space. Assume that
(a) ρ : BbpOq Ñ R is a signed measure;
(b) W : BbpR` ˆOq Ñ L
2pΩ, P q is a Gaussian random measure with character-
istics p0, leb b ζ, 0q;
(c) N : BbpR` ˆ Oq b U Ñ L
0pΩ, P q is Poisson random measure with intensity
lebbζbν, independent of W , and with compensated Poisson random measurerN .
Then for any functions
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(1) b P L2pO, ζq,
(2) c : O ˆ U Ñ R with
ş
OˆU
´
|cpx, yq|2 ^ |cpx, yq|
¯
pζ b νqpdx, dyq ă 8,
(3) d : O ˆ U Ñ R with
ş
OˆU
`
|dpx, yq|^ 1
˘
pζ b νqpdx, dyq ă 8,
we define a mapping M 1 : BbpR` ˆOq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q by
M 1pBq “
`
lebb ρ
˘
pBq `
ż
B
bpxqW pds,dxq
`
ż
BˆU
cpx, yq rN pds,dx,dyq ` ż
BˆU
dpx, yqNpds,dx,dyq .
Then we obtain a Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpOq by the prescription
Mpt, Aq :“M 1pp0, ts ˆAq for all A P BbpOq, t ě 0.
Proof. The existence of the Gaussian integral is guaranteed by [33] and that of the
Poisson integrals by [20, Lemma 12.13]. We first show that M 1 forms an infinitely
divisible random measure. The σ-additivity and independent scattering follow im-
mediately from the definition of the stochastic integrals. It follows from Proposition
19.5 in [31] that for fixed t P R` and A P BbpOq the characteristic function of the
random variable M 1pp0, ts ˆAq is given by
ϕM 1p0,tsˆAqpuq “ exp
ˆ
t
ˆ
iuρpAq ´ 1
2
u2
ż
A
b2pxq ζpdxq
`
ż
A
ż
U
´
eiucpx,yq ´ 1´ iucpx, yq
¯
νpdyq ζpdxq `
ż
A
ż
U
´
eiudpx,yq ´ 1
¯
νpdyq ζpdxq
˙˙
,
which shows infinite divisibility; furthermore the control measure is seen to be pro-
portional to Lebesgue measure in t. Consequently, by Proposition 2.3, we obtain
the Le´vy-valued random measure M .
Example 2.6. Balan [4] defines α-stable Le´vy noise for α P p0, 2q as a random
measure M 1 given by, for bounded sets B in BbpR` ˆR
dq,
M 1pBq :“
#ş
BˆR y Npds,dx,dyq, if α P p0, 1s,ş
BˆR y
rNpds,dx,dyq, if α P p1, 2q,
where N is a Poisson random measure on BbpR` ˆ R
d ˆ Rq with intensity leb b
leb b να, and
ναpdyq “
`
pαy´α´11p0,8qpyq ` qαp´yq
´α´1
1p´8,0qpyq
˘
dy
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for some p` q “ 1 (for the case α “ 1 it is required that p “ q “ 1
2
). Proposition 2.5
guarantees that, by defining Mpt, Aq :“ M 1pp0, ts ˆ Aq for t ě 0 and A P BbpR
dq,
we obtain a Le´vy-valued random measure M on BbpR
dq. Direct calculation shows
that the characteristic function of Mpt, Aq is given by, for t ě 0, A P BbpR
dq and
u P R,
ϕMpt,Aqpuq “ exp
˜
t ¨ lebpAq ¨
´
iβ
α
1´ α
u`
ż
R
`
eiuy ´ 1´ iuy 1B
R
pyq
˘
ναpdyq
¯¸
,
where β :“ p´q, and thus we see the characteristics ofM are
`
β α
1´α leb, 0, lebbνα
˘
.
The control measure is given by
λpAq “
´ ∣∣
∣
∣
β
α
1´ α
∣
∣
∣
∣
`
2
2´ α
¯
lebpAq for A P BpRdq,
with the necessary restriction for the case α “ 1.
Example 2.7. Mytnik, in [23], considers a martingale-valued measure pMpt, Aq :
t ě 0, A P BbpR
dqq in the sense of Walsh [33], such that for any A P BbpR
dq, the
process pMpt, Aq : t ě 0q is a real-valued α-stable process (α P p1, 2q), with Laplace
transform
E
”
e´uMpt,Aq
ı
“ e´tu
α¨lebpAq, t ě 0, u ě 0.
The author terms M an α-stable measure without negative jumps.
Example 2.8. Basse-O’Connor and Rosinski in Section 4 of [6] consider an infinitely
divisible random measureM on RˆV , for some countably-generated measure space
V , which is invariant under translations over R. By Proposition 2.3, M defines a
Le´vy-valued random measure on V .
Because of the multiplicative relation between the characteristics of the infinitely
divisible random measures Mp1q and Mptq, remarked after Definition 2.2, the in-
tegration theory for infinitely divisible random measures developed in [28] directly
extends to Le´vy-valued random measures pMptq : t ě 0q on BbpOq. For a simple
function
f : O Ñ R, fpxq “
nÿ
k“1
αk1Akpxq, (2.1)
for αk P R and pairwise disjoint sets A1, . . . , An P BbpOq, the integral is defined asż
A
fpxqMpt,dxq :“
nÿ
k“1
αkMpt, AXAkq for all A P BpOq, t ě 0. (2.2)
An arbitrary measurable function f : O Ñ R is said to be M -integrable if the fol-
lowing hold:
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(1) there exists a sequence of simple functions pfnqnPN of the form (2.1) such that
fn converges pointwise to f λ-a.e., where λ is the control measure of M ;
(2) for each A P BpOq and t ě 0, the sequence
` ş
A
fnpxqMpt,dxq
˘
nPN
converges
in probability.
In this case, we defineż
A
fpxqMpt,dxq :“ P´ lim
nÑ8
ż
A
fnpxqMpt,dxq. (2.3)
It is clear, by the stationarity of the increments of Le´vy processes, that Condition
(2) above holds for all t ě 0 if it holds for any t ą 0. Furthermore, Theorem 3.3 in
[28] identifies the set of M -integrable functions as the Musielak-Orlicz space
LM pO, λq :“
"
f P L0pO, λq :
ż
O
ΦM p|fpxq| , xqλpdxq ă 8
*
,
where ΦM : RˆO Ñ R is defined as:
ΦM pu, xq :“ sup
|c|ď1
|Upcu, xq|` u2gpxq `
ż
R
´
1^ |uy|2
¯
ρpx,dyq, (2.4)
with Upu, xq :“ uapxq ` u
ż
R
y
`
1B
R
puyq ´ 1B
R
pyq
˘
ρpx,dyq,
apxq :“
dγ
dλ
pxq, gpxq “
dΣ
dλ
pxq.
Here, pγ,Σ, νq denotes the characteristics of M . The measure ρpx, ¨q is a disinte-
gration of ν over λ, i.e.
ş
OˆR hpx, yq νpdx,dyq “
ş
O
´ ş
R
hpx, yq ρpx,dyq
¯
λpdxq for
each measurable function h : O ˆ R Ñ R`. The space LM pO, λq is a complete,
translation-invariant, linear metric space. Furthermore for all t ě 0, the mapping
Jptq : LMpO, λq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q, Jptqf “
ż
O
fpxqMpt,dxq, (2.5)
is continuous. Finally, Proposition 2.6 in [28] allows us to immediately state the
Le´vy symbol of Jp¨qf as, for u P R,
ΨJp¨qf puq “iu
ż
O
fpxq γpdxq ´ 1
2
u2
ż
O
f2pxqΣpdxq
`
ż
OˆR
´
eiufpxqy ´ 1´ iufpxqy 1B
R
pyq
¯
νpdx,dyq . (2.6)
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For an open set O Ď Rd let DpOq denote the space of infinitely differentiable
functions with compact support. We equip DpOq with the inductive topology, that
is, the strict inductive limit of the Fre´chet spaces DpKiq :“ tf P C
8pRdq : supppfq Ď
Kiu where tKiuiPN is a strictly increasing sequence of compact subsets of O such that
O “
Ť
iPNKi. The topological dual space D
˚pOq is called the space of distributions,
which we equip with the strong topology, that is the topology generated by the
family of seminorms tηBu, where for each bounded B Ď DpOq we define ηBpfq :“
supϕPB |xϕ, fy| for f P D
˚pOq. In these topologies DpOq is reflexive [32, Page 376].
Analogously as locally integrable functions and measures are identified with dis-
tributions, we proceed to relate a Le´vy-valued random measure M on BbpOq to a
distribution-valued process. For this purpose, we define for each t ě 0 the integral
mapping
JDptq : DpOq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q , JDptqf “
ż
O
fpxqMpt,dxq. (2.7)
In the proof of Theorem 2.9 below we show that DpOq is continuously embedded in
LM pO, λq, and thus the mapping JDptq is well-defined.
Theorem 2.9. For a Le´vy-valued random measure M on BbpOq let JD be defined
by (2.7). Then there exists a genuine Le´vy process pY ptq : t ě 0q in D˚pOq satisfying
xf, Y ptqy “ JDptqf for all f P DpOq, t ě 0.
Our proof of this Theorem relies on the following two Lemmas.
Lemma 2.10. For a Le´vy-valued random measure M on BbpOq let J be defined by
(2.5). Then, for any f1, . . . , fn P LM pO, λq and n P N, we have that`
pJptqf1, . . . , Jptqfnq : t ě 0
˘
is a Le´vy process in Rn.
Proof. Let fk for k “ 1, . . . , n be simple functions of the form
fk : O Ñ R, fkpxq “
mkÿ
j“1
αk,j1Ak,jpxq, (2.8)
for αk,j P R and Ak,j P BbpOq with Ak,1, . . . , Ak,mk disjoint for each k P t1, . . . , nu.
By taking the intersections of all possible permutations of the sets Ak,j, we can
assume that
fkpxq “
mÿ
j“1
α˜k,j 1A˜j pxq for all x P O,
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for all k “ 1, . . . , n, where α˜k,j P R and disjoint sets A˜1, . . . , A˜m P BbpOq for some
m P N. For each 0 ď t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn we obtain by the definition in (2.2) that
Jpt1qf1 “
mÿ
j“1
α˜1,jM
`
t1, A˜j
˘
,
pJpt2q ´ Jpt1qqf2 “
mÿ
j“1
α˜2,j
`
Mpt2, A˜jq ´Mpt1, A˜jq
˘
,
... “
...
pJptnq ´ Jptn´1qqfn “
mÿ
j“1
α˜n,j
`
Mptn, A˜jq ´Mptn´1, A˜jq
˘
.
Independent increments of the Le´vy process
`
Mp¨, A˜1q, . . . ,Mp¨, A˜mq
˘
together with
independence of Mpt, A˜iq and Mpt, A˜jq for all i, j “ 1, . . . ,m with i ‰ j implies that
the random variables
Jpt1qf1,
`
Jpt2q ´ Jpt1q
˘
f2, . . . ,
`
Jptnq ´ Jptn´1q
˘
fn,
are independent. This property extends to arbitrary functions f1, . . . , fn P LMpO, λq
by the definition of the integrals in (2.3) as a limit of the integral for simple functions.
It follows that the n-dimensional stochastic process
`
pJptqf1, . . . , Jptqfnq : t ě 0
˘
has independent increments.
Furthermore, if f is a simple function of the form (2.1) then
Jptqf “
nÿ
k“1
αkMpt, Akq (2.9)
is a Le´vy process as it is the sum of independent Le´vy processes Mp¨, Akq. Approx-
imating an arbitrary function f P LM pO, λq by a sequence of simple functions and
passing to the limit in (2.9) shows that Jp¨qf is a Le´vy process.
Let f1, . . . , fn be arbitrary functions in LM pO, λq. As Jp¨qf has stationary in-
crements it follows that
`
pJptqf1, . . . , Jptqfnq : t ě 0
˘
has stationary increments by
linearity. Furthermore, for each c ą 0 we have
P
`
|ppJptqf1, . . . , Jptqfnqq| ą c
˘
“ P
`
|Jptqf1|
2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |Jptqfn|
2 ą c2
˘
ď
nÿ
k“1
P
´
|Jptqfk|
2 ě c
2
n
¯
,
and thus the stochastic continuity of Jp¨qf implies that of
`
pJptqf1, . . . , Jptqfnq :
t ě 0
˘
. Consequently, the latter is verified as an n-dimensional Le´vy process.
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Lemma 2.11. LetM be a Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpOq with finite control
measure λ. Then L2pO, λq is continuously embedded into LM pO, λq.
Proof. Denote the characteristics of M by pγ,Σ, νq. Note, that for arbitrary g P
LppO, λq and p P r1, 2s, we haveż
O
gpxqλpdxq “
ż
O
gpxq ‖γ‖TV pdxq `
ż
O
gpxqΣpdxq
`
ż
OˆB
R
gpxq |y|2 νpdx,dyq `
ż
OˆBc
R
gpxq νpdx,dyq.
(2.10)
For each f P L2pO, λq, the definition of ΦM in (2.4) givesż
O
ΦM p|fpxq| , xqλpdxq (2.11)
“
ż
O
sup
|c|ď1
|Upc |fpxq| , xq| λpdxq `
ż
O
|fpxq|2 Σpdxq `
ż
OˆR
`
1^ |fpxqy|2
˘
νpdx,dyq.
It follows from (2.10) that the second integral in (2.11) is bounded by ‖f‖2L2pO,λq.
Regarding the last integral in (2.11), we obtain from (2.10) thatż
OˆR`
1^ |fpxqy|2
˘
νpdx,dyq ď ‖f‖2L2pO,λq `
ż
OˆBc
R
`
1^ |fpxqy|2
˘
νpdx,dyq. (2.12)
Lemma 2.8 in [28] yields for the first integral in (2.11) the estimateż
O
sup
|c|ď1
ˇˇ
Upc |fpxq| , xq
ˇˇ
λpdxq
ď
ż
O
ˇˇ
Up|fpxq| , xq
ˇˇ
λpdxq ` 8
ż
OˆR
`
1^ |fpxqy|2
˘
νpdx,dyq. (2.13)
In (2.12) we have already obtained an upper bound for the second integral in (2.13).
For estimating the first integral in (2.13) we obtain from the definition of U and
(2.10) thatż
O
|Up|fpxq| , xq| λpdxq
“
ż
O
∣
∣
∣
∣
|fpxq|
´
apxq `
ż
R
y
`
1B
R
p|fpxq| yq ´ 1B
R
pyq
˘
ρpx,dyq
¯∣∣
∣
∣
λpdxq
ď
ż
O
|fpxq| ‖γ‖TV pdxq `
ż
OˆR
|fpxqy|
`
1B
R
p|fpxq| yq ´ 1B
R
pyq
˘
νpdx,dyq
ď ‖f‖L1pO,λq ` ‖f‖
2
L2pO,λq `
ż
OˆBc
R
|fpxqy|1B
R
p|fpxq| yq νpdx,dyq.
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Together with (2.12) and (2.13), we obtain from (2.11) thatż
O
ΦM p|fpxq| , xqλpdxq ď ‖f‖L1pO,λq ` 11 ‖f‖
2
L2pO,λq (2.14)
` 9
ż
OˆR
`
1^ |fpxqy|2
˘
νpdx,dyq `
ż
OˆBc
R
|fpxqy|1B
R
p|fpxq| yq νpdx,dyq.
Since (2.10) yieldsż
OˆBc
R
`
1^ |fpxqy|2
˘
νpdx,dyq ď
ż
OˆBc
R
νpdx,dyq ď λpOq,ż
OˆBc
R
|fpxqy|1B
R
p|fpxq| yq νpdx,dyq ď
ż
OˆBc
R
νpdx,dyq ď λpOq,
we obtain f P LM pO, λq from (2.14).
To show that the embedding is continuous, let pfnq converge to 0 in L
2pO, λq.
We firstly show that the functions px, yq ÞÑ fnpxqy converge to 0 in ν1-measure
where ν1 :“ ν
ˇˇ
OˆBc
R
. For given ε ą 0 define Mn :“ tpx, yq P O ˆ B
c
R
: |fnpxqy| ě
εu. As ν1 is a finite measure, there exists a compact set K Ď O ˆ B
c
R
such that
ν1pO ˆ B
c
R
zKq ă ε
2
. Let C :“ supt|y| : px, yq P Ku. Since pfnq converges in
L1pO, λq it follows from (2.10) that pfnq converges to 0 in L
1pO ˆBc
R
, νq, and thus
in ν1-measure. Consequently, there exists N P N such that, for n ě N ,
ν1
`
tpx, yq P O ˆBc
R
: |fnpxq| ě
ε
C
u
˘
ď ε
2
.
Since Mn XK Ď
 
px, yq P O ˆBc
R
: |fnpxq| ě
ε
C
(
, we obtain
ν1pMnq “ ν1pMn XKq ` ν1pMnzKq ď
ε
2
` ε
2
for all n ě N,
which shows the claim.
Since ν1 is a finite measure, Lebesgue’s theorem for dominated convergence in
ν1-measure implies
lim
nÑ8
ż
OˆBc
R
|fnpxqy|1B
R
p|fnpxq| yq νpdx,dyq “ 0.
Similar arguments show that
lim
nÑ8
ż
OˆBc
R
`
1^ |fnpxqy|
2
˘
νpdx,dyq “ 0.
Consequently, it follows from (2.14) that pfnq converges in LM pΦ, λq, which com-
pletes the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 2.9. We first show that the space DpKq is continuously embedded
in LM pO, λq for each compact K Ď O. Trivially, the space DpKq is continuously
embedded in L8pK,λq. As K P BbpOq, the control measure λ is finite on K,
and it follows that L8pK,λq is continuously embedded in L2pK,λq. The latter is
continuously embedded in LMpK,λq by Lemma 2.11. Because whenever supppfq Ď
K we have ż
O
ΦMp|fpxq| , xqλpdxq “
ż
K
ΦMp|fpxq| , xqλpdxq,
it follows that DpKq is continuously embedded in LM pO, λq. As DpOq is the induc-
tive limit of tDpKiquiPN, we thus conclude that DpOq is continuously embedded in
LM pO, λq.
Let ι : DpOq Ñ LM pO, λq be the continuous embedding. Then the mapping
JDptq : DpOq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q can be represented as JDptq “ Jptq ˝ ι for each t ě 0,
showing that JDptq is continuous. Lemma 2.10 shows that JD is a cylindrical Le´vy
process in D˚pOq as defined in [14, Definition 3.6]. Furthermore, since JDptq is con-
tinuous, and DpOq is nuclear [32, Theorem 51.5] and ultrabornological [24, Page 447],
Theorem 3.8 in [14] implies the existence of the D˚pOq-valued Le´vy process Y .
Let SpRdq denote the Schwartz space on Rd, that is
SpRdq :“
 
f P C8pRdq : ‖f‖Sk ă 8 for all k P N
(
,
where the seminorms ‖¨‖Sk , k P N are defined by
‖f‖Sk :“ max|s|ďk
sup
xPRd
p1` |x|2qk |Bsfpxq| .
In particular, SpRdq is metrisable, and fn Ñ f in SpR
dq means ‖fn ´ f‖Sk Ñ 0 for
each k P N. The dual space of SpRdq is the space S˚pRdq of tempered distributions.
Define for each t ě 0 the integral mapping
JSptq : SpR
dq Ñ L0pΩ, P q , JSptqf “
ż
R
d
fpxqMpt,dxq. (2.15)
Clearly, the mapping JSptq is only well defined if SpR
dq is embedded in LM pR
d, λq.
The following theorem gives an equivalent condition for this.
Theorem 2.12. Let M be a Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpR
dq with control
measure λ. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) SpRdq is continuously embedded in LM pR
d, λq;
(b) there exists an r ą 0 such that the function x ÞÑ p1` |x|2q´r is in LM pR
d, λq.
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In this case, the mapping JSptq as defined in (2.15) is well-defined and continuous
for each t ě 0. Furthermore, there exists a genuine Le´vy process pY ptq : t ě 0q in
S˚pRdq satisfying
xf, Y ptqy “ JSptqf for all f P SpR
dq, t ě 0.
Proof. We begin by showing the implication (b) ñ (a), for which we suppose there
exists r ą 0 such that x ÞÑ
`
1` |x|2
˘´r
is in LM pR
d, λq. For each f P SpRdq there
exists K ą 0 such that p1 ` |x|2qr |fpxq| ď K for all x P Rd. Since ΦM p¨, xq is
monotone for each x P Rd according to [28, Lemma 3.1], we have
ΦM p|fpxq| , xq ď ΦM pKp1` |x|
2q´r, xq for each x P Rd,
which implies f P LM pR
d, λq.
Let pfnqnPN Ď SpR
dq be a sequence converging to 0 in SpRdq. As the con-
vergence is uniform in x, we have the existence of another K ą 0 such that
p1 ` |x|2qr |fnpxq| ď K for all x P R
d and for all n P N. For fixed x P Rd
we have ΦMp|fnpxq| , xq Ñ ΦM p0, xq “ 0 by continuity [28, Lemma 3.1], and asş
R
d ΦMpKp1 ` |x|
2q´r, xqλpdxq ă 8, Lebesgue’s theorem for dominated conver-
gence implies ż
R
d
ΦMp|fnpxq| , xqλpdxq Ñ 0 as nÑ 8,
which completes the proof of the implication (b) ñ (a).
Conversely, suppose SpRdq is continuously embedded in LMpR
d, λq. Thus, the
identity mapping ι : SpRdq Ñ LMpR
d, λq is continuous. Then, there exists a neigh-
bourhood
Up0; k, δq :“
 
f P SpRdq : ‖f‖Sk ă δ
(
,
for some k P N and δ ą 0 such that ι maps Up0; k, δq into the open unit ball of
LM pR
d, λq. Let pfnqnPN Ď SpR
dq be any sequence such that ‖fn‖Sk Ñ 0. Then,
pfnq is eventually in Up0; k, δq and thus pιfnq is eventually in the unit ball and so is
bounded in LM pR
d, λq. By Proposition 4 of [18, p. 41] we have the continuity of ι
in the semi-norm ‖¨‖Sk , and thus we may extend ι by continuity to the completion
of SpRdq in this semi-norm. We thus obtain the integrability condition by observing
that the C8pRdq mapping x ÞÑ p1` |x|2qr has finite semi-norm ‖¨‖Sk for r ď ´k.
As in the proof of Theorem 2.9, an application of Lemma 2.10 and Theorem 3.8
in [14] establish the existence of the Le´vy process Y in SpRdq.
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Remark 2.13. In Kabanava [19], it is shown that a Radon measure ζ can be
identified with a tempered distribution in S˚pRdq if and only if there is a real
number r such that x ÞÑ p1 ` |x|2qr is integrable over Rd with respect to ζ. Our
condition for the mapping JS in Theorem 2.12 is analogue.
Remark 2.14. By Proposition 2.3, we may also view the Le´vy-valued random
measure M as an infinitely divisible random measure M 1 on BbpR` ˆ Oq, and
define the integral mapping
J 1D : Dpp0,8q ˆOq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q , J 1Df “
ż
p0,8qˆO
fpt, xqM 1pdt,dxq.
Analogously to Theorem 2.9 we obtain an infinitely divisible random variable Y 1 in
D˚pp0,8q ˆOq satisfying
xf, Y 1y “ J 1Df for all f P Dpp0,8q ˆOq . (2.16)
Similarly, under the conditions of Theorem 2.12, we may consider the operator J 1
on the space SpR` ˆR
dq.
Remark 2.15. In a series of papers, e.g. [3, 9, 12, 13], Dalang, Humeau, Unser and
co-authors have studied the Le´vy white noise Z defined as a distribution. Here, Z
is defined as a cylindrical random variable in D˚pRdq, i.e. a linear and continuous
mapping Z : DpRdq Ñ L0pΩ, P q, with characteristic function
ϕZ : DpR
dq Ñ C, ϕZpfq “ exp
ˆż
R
d
ψ
`
fpxq
˘
dx
˙
,
where ψ : RÑ C is defined by
ψpuq :“ ipu´ 1
2
σ2u2 `
ż
R
`
eiuy ´ 1´ iuy 1B
R
pyq
˘
ν0pdyq, (2.17)
for some constants p P R and σ2 P R` and a Le´vy measure ν0 on R.
LetM be a Le´vy-valued randommeasure on BbpR
dq with characteristics pγ,Σ, νq
and JDptq the corresponding operator defined in (2.7) for t ě 0. By comparing the
Le´vy symbol in (2.6) with (2.17) it follows that, for fixed t ě 0, the mapping JDptq
is a Le´vy white noise in the above sense, if and only if
γ “ p ¨ leb, Σ “ σ2 ¨ leb, ν “ lebb ν0,
for some p P R, σ2 P R` and a Le´vy measure ν0 on R. It follows that Mpt, Aq
D
“
Mpt, Bq for any sets A,B P BbpR
dq with lebpAq “ lebpBq. In this case, we call M
to be stationary in space.
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Dalang and Humeau have shown in [9] that a Le´vy white noise in D˚pRdq with
Le´vy symbol (2.17) takes values in S˚pRdq P -a.s. if and only ifż
R
`
|y|ε ^ |y|2
˘
ν0pdyq ă 8 for some ε ą 0 .
This result is analogue to our Theorem 2.12. However, as Le´vy-valued random
measures are not necessarily stationary in space, our condition is more complex. For
example, even in the pure Gaussian case with characteristics p0,Σ, 0q, the measure
Σ must be tempered; cf. Remark 2.13.
Regularity of the Le´vy white noise Z in terms of Besov spaces is studied in [3].
Their results can be applied to a Le´vy-valued random measure if it is additionally
assumed to be stationary in space, i.e. which can be considered as a Le´vy white
noise in the above sense. We illustrate such an application in the following example.
Example 2.16. Let M be the α-stable random measure, α P p0, 2q, described in
Example 2.6. For simplicity we consider the symmetric case, i.e. p “ q “ 1
2
. As the
characteristics of M is given by p0, 0, leb b ναq, it follows that M is stationary in
space. Thus, for a fixed time t ě 0, the mapping JDptq or, equivalently the random
variable Y ptq, where Y denotes the Le´vy process derived in Theorem 2.9, can be
considered as a Le´vy white noise in D˚pRdq; see Remark 2.15. Furthermore, sinceş
R
`
|y|ε ^ |y|2
˘
ναpdyq ă 8 for ε ă α, we have that Y ptq is in S
˚pRdq P -a.s. By
applying the results from [3] we obtain the following: for p P p0, 2q Y 2NY t8u and
for all t ě 0, we have, almost surely:
if τ ă d
´ 1
α
´ 1
¯
and ρ ă ´
d
p^ α
then Y ptq P Bτp pR
d, ρq, (2.18)
if τ ą d
´ 1
α
´ 1
¯
or ρ ą ´
d
p^ α
then Y ptq R Bτp pR
d, ρq , (2.19)
where Bτp pR
d, ρq is the weighted Besov space of integrability p, smoothness τ and
asymptotic growth rate ρ. Furthermore, a modification of Y is a Le´vy process in
any Besov space satisfying (2.18), since its characteristic function is continuous in
0, guaranteeing stochastic continuity.
3 Le´vy-valued additive sheets
Just as the Brownian sheet is the generalisation of a Brownian motion to a multidi-
mensional index set, additive sheets are defined as the corresponding generalisation
of an additive process. Adler et al. [1] first defined additive random fields on Rd,
and termed them ‘Le´vy processes’ should they be stochastically continuous. In [11],
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Dalang and Walsh discuss Le´vy sheets in R2. Additive fields with stationary in-
crements are considered by Barndorff-Nielsen and Pedersen in [5] and are called
‘homogeneous Le´vy sheets’. Herein we present our definition based on the depo-
sition of Dalang and Humeau in [9] which extends [1]; this is also similar to the
presentation by Pedersen in [25].
For a, b P Rd write a ď b if aj ď bj for all j “ 1, . . . , d and similarly a ă b, and
define boxes pa, bs :“ ts P Rd : a ă t ď bu and ra, bs :“ ts P Rd : a ď t ď bu; ra, bq
and pa, bq are defined mutatis mutandi.
For a function f : Rd Ñ R, we define the increment of f over pa, bs for a, b P Rd
with a ă b by
∆baf :“
1ÿ
ε1“0
¨ ¨ ¨
1ÿ
εk“0
p´1qε1`¨¨¨`εkf
`
c1pε1q, . . . ckpεkq
˘
,
where cjp0q “ bj and cjp1q “ aj. For example, in the case d “ 2 we have ∆
b
af “
fpb1, b2q ´ fpb1, a2q ´ fpa1, b2q ` fpa1, a2q.
The ca`dla`g property is generalised to random fields in the following way: a
function f : Rd Ñ R has limits along monotone paths (lamp) if for every x P Rd
and any sequence pxnqnPN Ď R
d converging to x with either xn,i ă xj or xn,j ě xj
for all n P N and j P t1, . . . , du where x “ px1, . . . , xdq and xn “ pxn,1, . . . , xn,dq, the
limit fpxnq exists as nÑ 8 and furthermore f is right-continuous if fpxnq Ñ fpxq
as n Ñ 8 for all sequences with x ď xn for all n P N. We note that this property
is a path-based property, and thus in contrast to random measures we define our
sheets as mappings from Rd ˆ ΩÑ R.
Definition 3.1. Let I Ď Rd with 0 P I. A real-valued stochastic process pXpxq :
x P Iq is called an additive sheet if the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) Xpxq “ 0 a.s. for all x “ px1, . . . , xdq P I with xj “ 0 for some j P t1, . . . , du;
(b) ∆b1a1X, . . . ,∆
bn
an
X are independent for disjoint boxes pa1, b1s, . . . , pan, bns Ď I;
(c) X is continuous in probability;
(d) almost all sample paths of X have limits along monotone paths and are right-
continuous.
Remark 3.2. For relaxing the requirements in Definition 3.1 we refer to [1], e.g. to
capture arbitrary initial conditions or sheets which are not continuous in probability.
In particular, it is shown that Conditions (a) – (c) gurantee the existence of a lamp
and right-continuous modification.
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If pXpxq : x P Iq is an additive sheet then for fixed x P I the random variable
Xpxq is infinitely divisible according to Theorem 3.1 in [1]; let its characteristics
be denoted by ppx, Ax, µxq. The additive sheet is said to be natural if the mapping
x ÞÑ px, which is necessarily continuous, is of bounded variation, or equivalently, if
there exists an atomless signed measure γ with px “ γpp0, xsq for all x P I; here,
we use the convention p0, xs :“
śd
i“1 Ii where, for x “ px1, . . . , xdq P I, Ii :“ p0, xis
when xi ą 0 and Ii :“ rxi, 0q when xi ă 0. The notation of natural additive
processes is introduced in Sato [30] for the case d “ 1.
Similarly as for infinitely divisible random measures, we introduce a dynamical
aspect in the following definition:
Definition 3.3. A family pXpt, ¨q : t ě 0q of natural, additive sheets pXpt, xq : x P
R
dq is called a Le´vy-valued additive sheet if for every x1, . . . , xn P R
d and n P N,
the stochastic process ´`
Xpt, x1q, . . . ,Xpt, xnq
˘
: t ě 0
¯
is a Le´vy process in Rn.
The wording ‘Le´vy-valued additive sheet’ is motivated by the following result:
Proposition 3.4. A Le´vy-valued additive sheet pXpt, ¨q : t ě 0q forms a natural
additive sheet pXpzq : z P R` ˆR
dq.
Proof. The domain of definition and Conditions (a), (b) and (d) of Definition 3.1
are clearly met. Regarding stochastic continuity, let ptn, xnqnPN be a sequence in
R` ˆ R
d converging to p0, xq. For each n P N the random variable Xp1, xnq is
infinitely divisible, say with characteristics ppxn , Vxn , µxnq. As Xp1, ¨q is a natural,
additive sheet, there exists a signed measure γ such that pxn “ γpp0, xnsq. Since
the Le´vy process pXpt, xnq : t ě 0q has stationary increments, it follows that each
Xpt, xnq has characteristics ptpxn , tVxn , tµxnq for every t ě 0. Theorem 3.1 in [1]
implies that there exist a measure Σ on BpRdq such that Vxn “ Σpp0, xnsq, and a
measure ν on BpRd ˆ Rq such that, for each B P BpRq, the mapping νp¨ ˆ Bq
is a measure on BpRdq, and µxn “ νpp0, xns ˆ ¨q. Therefore, the Le´vy symbol of
Xptn, xnq is given by, for u P R,
ΨXptn,xnqpuq “ tn
´
iuγpp0, xnsq ´
1
2
u2Σpp0, xnsq
`
ż
p0,xnsˆR
`
eiuy ´ 1´ iuy 1B
R
pyq
˘
νpdx,dyq
¯
.
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As the set txn : n P Nu is bounded, there exists a bounded box I Ď R
d containing
every box p0, xns, n P N. Thus, we obtain for each u P R that
∣
∣ΨXptn,xnqpuq
∣
∣ ď tn
ˆ
u ‖γ‖TV pIq `
1
2
u2ΣpIq `
ż
IˆR
`
u2y2 ^ 1
˘
νpdx,dyq
˙
.
Finiteness of the right side follows from the fact that the measures are finite on I.
Therefore, it follows that Xptn, xnq Ñ 0 in probability as ptn, xnq converges to p0, xq.
If ptn, xnq is an arbitrary sequence converging to pt, xq, stationary increments imply
for each c ą 0 that
P p|Xptn, xnq ´Xpt, xq| ą cq
ď P p|Xptn, xnq ´Xpt, xnq| ą
c
2
q ` P p|Xpt, xnq ´Xpt, xq| ą
c
2
q
“ P p|Xptn ´ t, xnq| ą
c
2
q ` P p|Xpt, xnq ´Xpt, xq| ą
c
2
q.
Consequently, the above established continuity in probability shows the general case.
The fact that Xpzq is natural can be seen from the form of the characteristic
function, where we have pz “ tγpp0, xsq for z “ pt, xq.
We are now able to state the link between Le´vy-valued random measures and
Le´vy-valued additive sheets. Pedersen showed a similar result in [25]. For the
convenience of the reader we present the proof in our setting with some minor
modifications.
Theorem 3.5. (a) Let pXpt, ¨q : t ě 0q be a Le´vy-valued additive sheet. Then
there exists a unique Le´vy-valued random measure M on BbpR
dq with atomless
control measure λ satisfying
Mpt, p0, xsq “ Xpt, xq P -a.s. for each t ě 0 and x P Rd.
(b) Let M be a Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpR
dq with atomless control
measure λ. Then any lamp and right-continuous modification of the stochastic
process X “ pXpt, xq : t ě 0, x P Rdq defined by
Xpt, xq :“
#
0, if xj “ 0 for some j “ 1, . . . , d
M
`
t, p0, xs
˘
, else
is a Le´vy-valued additive sheet.
Proof. (a) As in the proof of Proposition 3.4 let pγ,Σ, νq denote the characteristics
of Xp1, ¨q. By the Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition [1, Theorem 4.6], we may write,
Xpt, xq “ tγpp0, xsq `Gpt, xq `
ż
B
R
y rNt,xpdyq ` ż
Bc
R
y Nt,xpdyq P -a.s.,
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where G is a continuous Gaussian additive sheet and, for each pt, xq P R` ˆ R
d,
Nt,x is a Poisson random measure on R independent of G with intensity measure
t ¨ νpp0, xs ˆ ¨q, with rNt,x the compensated Poisson random measure. Furthermore,
for fixed B P BpRq such that 0 R sB, the process pNt,xpBq : pt, xq P R` ˆ Rdq is
an additive sheet [1, Proposition 4.4]. Let R be the ring consisting of finite disjoint
unions of the form ps, ts ˆ pw, xs ˆ B for some s, t P R` with s ă t, w, x P R
d with
w ă x and B P BpRq. On R we define
N
˜
nď
i“1
psi, tis ˆ pwi, xiq ˆBi
¸
:“
nÿ
i“1
`
Nti,xipBiq ´Nsi,wipBiq
˘
,
where the sets psi, tisˆpwi, xiqˆBi, i “ 1, . . . n are disjoint. We see that N is finitely
additive, and independently scattered. By the same argument as in Proposition 2.3
we obtain the unique extension of N to an independently scattered random measure
on R` ˆR
d ˆR, and it immediately follows that N is a Poisson random measure
with intensity lebb ν.
Let rN be the compensated random measure of N , then Proposition 2.5 implies
that the mapping M0 : BbpR` ˆR
dq Ñ L0pΩ, P q defined by
M0pBq :“ pleb b γqpBq `
ż
BˆB
R
y rNpds,dx,dyq ` ż
BˆBc
R
y Npds,dx,dyq,
defines a Le´vy-valued random measure M0 on BbpR
dq by M0pt, Aq :“ M0pp0, ts ˆ
Aq. It satisfies M0pt, p0, xsq “ Xpt, xq ´ Gpt, xq P -a.s. for all t ě 0 and x P R
d.
Uniqueness of M0 follows from that of N .
Let R be the ring consisting of finite unions of disjoint half-open boxes of the
form pw, zs for some w, z P R` ˆR
d with w ă z. On R we define
M1
˜
nď
i“1
pwi, zis
¸
:“
nÿ
i“1
`
Gpziq ´Gpwiq
˘
, w1 ă z1 ď w2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ď wn ă zn.
Let pInq Ď R be a sequence of boxes decreasing to H. Stochastic continuity of
G implies GpInq Ñ 0 in probability as n Ñ 8. Since M1 is clearly additive on
R, Theorem 2.15 in [21] implies, by considering positive and negative parts sepa-
rately, that M1 uniquely extends to an independently scattered random measure on
BbpR` ˆR
dq.
We now define Mpt, Aq :“M0pt, Aq `M1pp0, ts ˆAq for t ě 0 and A P BbpR
dq.
The random measure M satisfies the statement (a), where the control measure λ is
atomless by the stochastic continuity of X.
(b) It suffices to check that the process pXp1, xq : x P Rdq is an additive sheet.
Conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 3.1 are immediately implied by properties of
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M . For establishing stochastic continuity, let pxnq Ď R
d converges to x. It follows
for fixed c ą 0 that
P p|Xp1, xq ´Xp1, xnq| ą cq “ P p|Mp1, pxn, xsq| ą cq Ñ 0,
by the atomlessness of λ, as this implies Mp1, txuq “ 0 P -a.s. for each x P Rd.
Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.5 and its proof enables us to conclude a converse impli-
cation of Proposition 2.5. If M is a Le´vy-valued random measure M with atomless
control measure λ, then it satisfies a Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition of the form
Mpt, Aq “ tγpAq `G
`
p0, ts ˆA
˘
(3.1)
`
ż
p0,tsˆAˆB
R
y rNpds,dx,dyq ` ż
p0,tsˆAˆBc
R
y Npds,dx,dyq, (3.2)
where γ is a signed measure on O, G is a Gaussian random measure on BbpR` ˆ
Oq and N is an independent Poisson random measure on BbpR` ˆ O ˆ Rq with
compensated part rN .
Furthermore, we see that one does not achieve larger generality by allowing an
arbitrary measure space pU,U , νq in Proposition 2.5, as the Poissonian components
can be represented as integrals over R.
For introducing a stochastic integral of deterministic functions f : Rd Ñ R with
respect to a Le´vy-valued sheet one could follow the standard approach by starting
with simple functions and extending the integral operator by continuity. Instead,
for simplifying our presentation, we utilise the correspondence between Le´vy-valued
additive sheets and Le´vy valued random measures, established in Theorem 3.5, and
refer to the integration for the latter developed in Rajput and Rosinksi [28] as
presented in Section 2. For a Le´vy-valued additive sheet pXpt, xq : t ě 0, x P Rdq let
M denote the corresponding Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpR
dq with control
measure λ. Then we define for all f P LM pR
d, λq, A P BpRdq and t ě 0:ż
A
fpxqdXpt, xq :“
ż
A
fpxqMpt,dxq. (3.3)
Let pXpt, xq : x P Rd, t ě 0q be a Le´vy-valued additive sheet and O Ď Rd be
open. Then the definition in (3.3) allows us to define the same operator JDptq as
introduced in (2.7) for a Le´vy-valued additive sheet X:
JDptq : DpOq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q, JDptqf “
ż
O
fpxqdXpt, xq. (3.4)
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Theorem 2.9 guarantees that JD is well-defined and even more, induces a genuine
Le´vy process Y in D˚pOq. Because of the framework of a sheet as a function in d
arguments, we can define the operator
IDptq : DpOq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q, IDptqpfq “
ż
O
fpxqXpt, xqdx . (3.5)
The mapping ID is well defined because of the lamp property of Xpt, ¨q for each
t ě 0 and as each f P DpOq has compact support in O. Lebesgue’s dominated
convergence theorem shows that ID is continuous, as every convergent sequence in
DpOq is uniformly bounded and compactly supported.
The following establishes the relation
p´1qdIDptqp 9f q “ JDptqpfq for all f P DpOq.
In other words, if we neglect the embedding by the operators ID and JD, we could
interpret this result that M is the weak derivative of X. This is not very surprising,
since, if we adapt notions from classical measure theory, the relation Mpt, p0, xsq “
Xpt, xq derived in Theorem 3.5, can be seen that X is the cumulative distribution
function of the random measure M .
Theorem 3.7. For a Le´vy-valued additive sheet pXpt, ¨q : t ě 0q and an open set
O Ď Rd let ID be defined by (3.5). Then there exists a stochastic process pV ptq : t ě
0q in D˚pOq satisfying
xf, V ptqy “ IDptqf for all f P DpOq, t ě 0.
Furthermore, we have the equality
p´1qdIDptqp 9fq “ JDptqpfq for all f P DpOq , (3.6)
where 9f “ B
d
Bx1¨¨¨Bxd
f and JDptq denotes the operator in (3.4).
Proof. We show that, for each f P DpOq, the process pIDptqf : t ě 0q has a ca`dla`g
modification. First we consider a sequence ptnq decreasing monotonically to some
t ě 0. Let K be the support of f . Then, as ptnq is bounded, there exists a C ą 0
such that tn P rt, t ` Cs for each n. The lamp property of X implies that X is
bounded on the compact set rt, t ` Cs ˆ K. Thus, since Xptn, xq converges to
Xpt, xq in probability for each x P O, Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem
(for a stochastically convergent sequence) implies
lim
nÑ8
ż
O
fpxqXptn, xqdx “
ż
O
fpxqXpt, xqdx.
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A similar argument establishes that the left limits exists.
The existence of the stochastic process V follows from Theorem 3.2 in [15] (as
DpOq is nuclear [32, Theorem 51.5] and ultrabornological [24, Page 447]).
To show (3.6) we use ideas from [9]. By the fundamental theorem of calculus, as
f has compact support,
fpxq “ p´1qd
ż
O
9fpyq1tyěxu dy for all x P O.
By utilising an analogue of Fubini’s theorem for Le´vy-valued random measures, as
detailed below, we obtain
JDptqf “
ż
O
fpxqXpt,dxq “
ż
O
ˆ
p´1qd
ż
O
9fpyq1tyěxu dy
˙
Xpt,dxq
“ p´1qd
ż
O
ˆż
O
1tyěxuXpt,dxq
˙
9fpyqdy
“ p´1qd
ż
O
Xpt, yq 9f pyqdy .
We now show the analogue of Fubini’s theorem to complete the proof. Let M
denote the Le´vy-valued random measure corresponding to X according to Theorem
3.5. The Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition (3.1) yields that M admits the decomposition
Mpt, Aq “ tγpAq `Gpt, Aq `Mcpt, Aq `Mppt, Aq for all A P BbpR
dq and t ě 0.
Here, γ is a signed measure, G is a pure Gaussian Le´vy-valued random measure with
characteristics p0,Σ, 0q, and
Mcpt, Aq :“
ż t
0
ż
AˆB
R
y rNpds,dx,dyq, Mppt, Aq :“ ż t
0
ż
AˆBc
R
y Npds,dx,dyq.
The classic Fubini theorem may be applied to γ. The Le´vy-valued random measure
Mp is a finite random sum and the Fubini result holds trivially.
For G and the compensated Poisson Le´vy-valued random measure Mc we apply
Theorem 2.6 in [33]. We note that pGpt, ¨q `Mcpt, ¨q : t ě 0q forms a martingale-
valued measure. Furthermore, G `Mc is orthogonal by the independence of the
processes pGpt, Aq : t ě 0q, pMcpt, Aq : t ě 0q, pMgpt, Bq : t ě 0q and pMcpt, Bq :
t ě 0q whenever A,B P BbpR
dq are disjoint. The covariance process is given by
QtpA,Bq “ t
`
ΣpA X Bq `
ş
pAXBqˆB
R
|y|2 νpdx,dyq
˘
. As the required dominating
measure K in [33, Theorem 2.6] one can choose KpAˆBˆp0, tsq “ tλpAXBq. The
required integrability condition follows as f is compactly supported and bounded.
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Remark 3.8. According to Proposition 3.4, a Le´vy-valued additive sheet X defines
a natural additive sheet pXpt, xq : t ě 0, x P Rdq. Due to its lamp trajectories, we
can define the mapping
I 1D : Dpp0,8q ˆR
dq Ñ L0pΩ, P q, I 1Dpfq “
ż
p0,8qˆRd
fpt, xqXpt, xqdt dx.
On the other side, one can conclude as in Theorem 3.5 or by [25, Theorem 4.1], that
there exists an infinitely divisible random measure M 1 on BbpR` ˆR
dq satisfying
Mpp0, zsq “ Xpzq for all z P R` ˆR
d. Thus, as in Remark 2.14, we can define
J 1D : Dpp0,8q ˆR
dq Ñ L0pΩ, P q, J 1Dpgq “
ż
p0,8q
ż
R
d
gpt, xqM 1pdt,dxq.
One can conclude as in the proof of Theorem 3.7 that there exists a genuine random
variable W in D˚pp0,8q ˆRdq satisfying
xg,W y “ I 1Dpgq for all g P Dpp0,8q ˆR
dq.
Furthermore, we have the equality
p´1qdI 1Dp 9gq “ J
1
Dpgq for all g P Dpp0,8q ˆR
dq.
4 Cylindrical Le´vy processes
The concept of cylindrical Le´vy processes is introduced in [2]. It naturally generalises
the notation of cylindrical Brownian motion, based on the theory of cylindrical
measures and cylindrical random variables. Here, a cylindrical random variable Z
on a Banach space F is a linear and continuous mapping Z : F ˚ Ñ L0pΩ, P q, where
F ˚ denotes the dual space of F . The characteristic function of Z is defined by
ϕZpfq “ ErexppiZfqs for all f P F
˚. In many cases, we will choose F “ LppO, ζq
for some p ě 1 and an arbitrary locally finite Borel measure ζ. In this case F ˚ “
Lp
1
pO, ζq for p1 :“ p
p´1 .
Definition 4.1. A family pLptq : t ě 0q of cylindrical random variables Lptq : F ˚ Ñ
L0pΩ, P q is called a cylindrical Le´vy process if for all f1, ..., fn P F
˚ and n P N, the
stochastic process ppLptqf1, ..., Lptqfnq : t ě 0q is a Le´vy process in R
n.
The characteristic function of a cylindrical Le´vy process pLptq : t ě 0q is given
by
ϕLptq : F
˚ Ñ C, ϕLptqpfq “ exp
`
tΨLpfq
˘
,
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for all t ě 0. Here, ΨL : F
˚ Ñ C is called the (cylindrical) symbol of L, and is of
the form
ΨLpfq “ iapfq ´
1
2
xf,Qfy `
ż
F
´
eixg,fy ´ 1´ ixg, fy1B
R
pxg, fyq
¯
µpdgq,
where a : F ˚ Ñ R is a continuous mapping with ap0q “ 0, the mapping Q : F ˚ Ñ
F ˚˚ is a positive, symmetric operator and µ is a finitely additive measure on ZpF q
satisfying ż
F
`
xg, fy2 ^ 1
˘
µpdgq ă 8 for all f P F ˚.
Here, ZpF q is the algebra of all sets of the form tg P F : pxg, f1y, . . . , xg, fnyq P Bu for
some f1, . . . , fn P F
˚, B P BpRnzt0uq and n P N. We call pa,Q, µq the (cylindrical)
characteristics of L.
Theorem 4.2. Let M be a Le´vy-valued random measure on BbpOq with charac-
teristics pγ,Σ, νq and control measure λ. If F is a Banach space for which F ˚ is
continuously embedded into LMpO, λq, and the simple functions are dense in F
˚,
then
Lptqf :“
ż
O
fpxqMpt,dxq for all f P F ˚, (4.1)
defines a cylindrical Le´vy processes L in F . In this case, the characteristics pa,Q, µq
of L is given by
apfq “
ż
O
fpxq γpdxq `
ż
OˆR
fpxqy
`
1B
R
pfpxqyq ´ 1B
R
pyq
˘
νpdx,dyq,
xQf, fy “
ż
O
pfpxqq2 Σpdxq, µ ˝ xf, ¨y´1 “ ν ˝ χ´1f ,
for each f P F ˚, where χf : O ˆRÑ R is defined by χf px, yq :“ fpxqy.
Proof. Lemma 2.10 shows that L is a cylindrical Le´vy process in F . The claimed
characteristics follows from (2.6) after rearranging the terms accordingly.
The integration theory developed in [28] and presented at the end of Section 3
guarantees that (4.1) is well defined for every f P LM . However, in order to be in
the framework of cylindrical Le´vy processes we need that the domain is the dual of
a Banach space (or alternatively a nuclear space). Since the Musielak-Orlicz space
LM is not in general the dual of a Banach space, for the hypothesis of Theorem
4.2 we require the existence of the Banach space F with F ˚ continuously embedded
in LM . If the control measure λ of M is finite on O, then Lemma 2.11 gives us
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that L2pO, λq is continuously embedded in LM pO, λq. It is possible as illustrated in
the following example to relax the condition on finiteness of λ, but also the same
example shows that there are cases where the finiteness of λ is necessary for any Lp
space to be continuously embedded.
Example 4.3. We return again to Example 2.6; let M be the α-stable random
measure for some α P p0, 2q, where now we consider the domain of definition to be
BbpOq for a general O P BpR
dq. We consider the symmetric case p “ q “ 1
2
, where
the characteristics ofM is given by p0, 0, lebbναq and the control measure by λpAq “
2
2´α lebpAq, A P BpOq. One calculates from (2.4) that LM pO, λq “ L
αpO, lebq; see
[4, Lemma 4].
Thus, if α P p1, 2q then we can always choose F “ Lα
1
pO, lebq. If α P p0, 1s and O
is bounded we can choose F “ LppO, lebq for any p ą 1 since |fpxq|α ď 1` |fpxq|p
1
.
However, if lebpOq “ 8 and α ď 1 then no Lp space is embedded in LM for p ą 1.
Assume α P p1, 2q. Then Theorem 4.2 implies that (4.1) defines a cylindrical
Le´vy process L in F “ Lα
1
pO, lebq, and its symbol is given by
ΨLpfq “ i
ż
OˆR
fpxqy
`
1B
R
pfpxqyq ´ 1B
R
pyq
˘
dxναpdyq
`
ż
R
`
eiu ´ 1´ iu1B
R
puq
˘
pµ ˝ xf, ¨y´1qpduq
“
ż
OˆR
´
eifpxqy ´ 1´ ifpxqy1B
R
pyq
¯
dxναpdyq “ ´Cα ‖f‖
α
LαpO,lebq ,
where Cα “
Γp2´αq
1´α cos
piα
2
if α ‰ 1 and Cα “
pi
2
if α “ 1.
We now turn to the question of which cylindrical Le´vy processes induce Le´vy-
valued random measures. For this purpose we introduce the following:
Definition 4.4. A cylindrical Le´vy process pLptq : t ě 0q in LppO, ζq for some p ě 1
is called independently scattered if for any disjoint sets A1, . . . , An P BbpOq and
n P N, the random variables Lptq1A1 , . . . , Lptq1An are independent for each t ě 0.
Theorem 4.5. An independently scattered cylindrical Le´vy process pLptq : t ě 0q in
LppO, ζq for some p ě 1 defines by
Mpt, Aq :“ Lptq1A for all t ě 0, A P BbpOq, (4.2)
a Le´vy-valued random measure M on BbpOq.
Proof. For each t ě 0, the map Mpt, ¨q : BbpOq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q is well-defined and
Mpt, Aq is an infinitely divisible random variable for each A P BbpOq. Let pAkqkPN
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be a sequence of disjoint sets in BbpOq such that A :“
Ť
kPNAk P BbpOq. Then,
for each t ě 0, by the linearity and continuity of Lptq we have
Mpt, Aq “ lim
nÑ8
Lptq1Ťn
k“1Ak
“ lim
nÑ8
nÿ
k“1
Lptq1Ak “ limnÑ8
nÿ
k“1
Mpt, Akq ,
with the limit in probability and thus almost surely by independence. Clearly,Mpt, ¨q
is independently scattered for each t ě 0, and
`
Mp¨, A1q, . . . ,Mp¨, Anq
˘
is a Le´vy
process for each A1, . . . An P BbpOq.
Theorem 4.6. Let pLptq : t ě 0q be a cylindrical Le´vy process in LppO, ζq for some
p ě 1. Then L is independently scattered if and only if its symbol is of the form
ΨLpfq “ i
ż
O
fpxq γpdxq ´ 1
2
ż
O
f2pxqΣpdxq
`
ż
OˆR
´
eifpxqy ´ 1´ ifpxqy1B
R
pyq
¯
νpdx,dyq , f P Lp
1
pO, ζq,
(4.3)
for a signed measure γ on BbpOq, a measure Σ on BbpOq and a σ-finite measure ν
on BpO ˆRq such that for each B P BbpOq, νpB ˆ ¨q is a Le´vy measure on R.
Proof. If L is independently scattered then Theorem 4.5 implies that L defines
a Le´vy-valued random measure M by (4.2). Denote the characteristics of M by
pγ,Σ, νq and its control measure by λ. For a simple function f of the form (2.1) we
obtain
Lptqp1A fq “
nÿ
i“1
αiLptqp1Ai 1Aq “
nÿ
i“1
αiMpt, Ai XAq “
ż
A
fpxqMpt,dxq . (4.4)
For an arbitrary function f P Lp
1
pO, ζq let pfnqnPN be a sequence of simple functions
converging to f both pointwise ζ-almost everywhere and in Lp
1
pO, ζq. We note
that, as Lptq1A “ 0 whenever ζpAq “ 0, ζ-null sets have null λ-measure, and
thus we have fn Ñ f pointwise λ-almost everywhere. Since Lptq1A fn Ñ Lptq1A f
in probability for each A P BpOq, it follows from (4.4) that f P LM pO, λq and
Lptqf “
ş
O fpxqMpt,dxq. We obtain the stated form of the characteristic function
of L by (2.6).
Conversely, if the Le´vy symbol is given by (4.3), then this form implies for any
disjoint sets A1, . . . , An P BbpOq that
ΨL
˜
nÿ
k“1
uk 1Ak
¸
“
nÿ
k“1
ΨLpuk 1Akq for all u1, . . . , un P R.
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Consequently, we obtain for the characteristic function of the random vector X :“
pLp1q1A1 , . . . , Lp1q1Anq for all u “ pu1, . . . unq P R
n, that
ϕXpuq “ ϕLp1qpu11A1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` un1Anq “ e
iΨLpu11A1`¨¨¨`un1Anq
“ ϕLp1q1A1 pu1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕLp1q1An punq,
which shows that L is independently scattered.
Applying Theorem 4.5 to a given cylindrical Le´vy process L on LppO, ζq gives
the corresponding Le´vy valued random measure M , say with control measure λ.
The first part of the proof of Theorem 4.6 shows that LppO, ζq is a subspace of
LM pO, λq. The following result guarantees that the embedding is continuous in
non-degenerated cases.
Proposition 4.7. Let L be an independently scattered cylindrical Le´vy process in
LppO, ζq with symbol of the form (4.3) and M the corresponding Le´vy-valued random
measure with control measure λ. If the measures γ,Σ and ν are such that for each
A P BbpOq with ΣpAq “ 0 and νpAˆBq “ 0 for each B P BpRq bounded away from
0, we have ‖γ‖
TV
pAq “ 0, then Lp
1
pO, ζq is continuously embedded into LM pO, λq.
Proof. By the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.6 we have Lp
1
pO, ζq Ď LM pO, λq,
and, furthermore, the canonical injection ι : Lp
1
pO, ζq Ñ LM pO, λq is well defined,
as the ζ-equivalence class of f is a subset of the λ-equivalence class of f . For each
t ě 0 we consider the operator Jptq : LM pO, λq Ñ L
0pΩ, P q defined in (2.5) and we
see that Lptq satisfies the factorisation Lptq “ Jptq ˝ ι.
For establishing kerpJptqq “ t0u, let f P LM pO, λq satisfy Jptqf “ 0. Then, by
considering only the real part of the characteristic function of Jptqf , we have for
every u P R
´1
2
u2
ż
O
f2pxqΣpdxq `
ż
OˆR
`
cospufpxqyq ´ 1
˘
νpdx,dyq “ 0. (4.5)
As both terms are non-positive, we obtain that f “ 0 Σ-a.e. and the function
zpx, yq :“ fpxqy satisfies z “ 0 ν-a.e. In particular, for the set A :“ tx P O : fpxq ‰
0u we have ΣpAq “ 0 and νpA ˆ Bq “ 0 for any B P BpRq bounded away from 0.
The hypothesis on γ thus leads to λpAq “ 0, which shows kerpJptqq “ t0u.
Let pfnq be a sequence in L
p1pO, ζq converging to f P Lp
1
pO, ζq and assume
that ιfn converges to some g P LM pO, λq. As limnÑ8 Jptqpιfnq “ Jptqg and
limnÑ8Lptqfn “ Lptqf “ Jptqpιfq, we derive Jptqpg ´ ιfq “ 0. Since Jptq is injec-
tive, we conclude g “ ιf λ-a.e., and the closed graph theorem implies the continuity
of ι.
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Example 4.8. Peszat and Zabczyk in [26, Section 7.2] define the impulsive cylin-
drical process in L2pO,BpOq, ζq by
Lptqf :“
ż t
0
ż
O
ż
R
fpxqy rNpds,dx,dyq,
where N is a Poisson random measure on R`ˆOˆR with intensity lebb ζ bµ for
a Le´vy measure µ on BpRq; see also [2, Ex. 3.6]. Since its symbol is given by
ΨLpfq “
ż
O
ż
R
reifpxqy ´ 1´ ifpxqysµpdyqζpdxq,
Theorem 4.6 guarantees that L is independently scattered.
Finally, we note that the class of independently scattered cylindrical Le´vy pro-
cesses is a strict subclass, as the following counter-example shows:
Example 4.9. Let pℓkqkPN be a sequence of independent, identically distributed,
real-valued Le´vy processes. Assume for simplicity that ℓk is symmetric with char-
acteristics p0, 0, ν¯q, with ν¯ ‰ 0, and satisfies Er|ℓkp1q|
2s ă 8. Let pekqkPN be an
orthonormal basis of L2pp0, 1q, lebq such that e1 ” 1 (such bases include the standard
polynomial and trigonometric bases). It follows from Lemma 4.2 in [29] that
Lptqf :“
8ÿ
k“1
xf, ekyℓkptq, for all f P L
2pp0, 1q, lebq,
defines a cylindrical Le´vy process L, say with characteristics p0, 0, µq.
Assume for a contradiction that L is independently scattered and fix two disjoint
sets A,B P Bpp0, 1qq with lebpAq ą 0 and lebpBq ą 0. Thus, x1A, e1y “ lebpAq ą 0
and x1B, e1y “ lebpBq ą 0.
The Le´vy measure of the Le´vy process
`
pLptq1A, Lptq1Bq : t ě 0
˘
in R2 is
given by µ ˝ π´1
1A,1B
. As Lp1q1A and Lp1q1B are independent, it follows from the
uniqueness of the characteristic functions that
µ ˝ π´1
1A,1B
“ ppµ ˝ π´1
1A
q b δ0q ` pδ0 b µ ˝ π
´1
1B
qq,
where µ ˝ π´1
1A
is the Le´vy measure of pLptq1A : t ě 0q and µ ˝ π
´1
1B
is the Le´vy
measure of pLptq1B : t ě 0q. It follows in particular that
µ ˝ π´1
1A,1B
`
Rzt0u ˆRzt0u
˘
“ 0. (4.6)
On the other hand, Lemma 4.2 in [29] implies that
µ ˝ π´1
1A,1B
“
8ÿ
k“1
pν¯ ˝ r´1k q,
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where rk : R Ñ R
2 is defined by rkpxq “
`
x1A, ekyx, x1B, ekyx
˘
. It follows from
(4.6) that
0 “
`
ν¯ ˝ r´1
1
˘`
Rzt0u ˆRzt0u
˘
“ ν¯pRzt0uq ą 0 ,
which results in a contradiction.
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